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Abortion - Right or Wrong No. 98-65
Is abortion acceptable in cases where the fetus is abnormal or
deformed? This File addresses that very issue. Can we ever know
exactly when a soul enters the fetus? The often-heard argument
holds that abortion before that time would seem to be acceptable.
The Council gives us a very clear answer to this question as well as
explaining what happens to the soul of an aborted fetus. In addition,
the impact of abortion on the souls attempting to gain entry into the

material manifestation is addressed in detail. We are given definitive
answers to the whole abortion question.
Addictions - Drugs, Alcohol, Tobacco & Pop No. 90-25
Are cigarettes safer than soda-pop and synthetic vitamins? This file
reveals the truth about second-hand smoke. Learn which alcoholic
beverage can be considered a healthy medication and which is the
most detrimental. Discover why drugs have become so popular in our
society. The Council gives an in-depth description of the physical and
spiritual side effects of marijuana and other illegal substances.
AIDS - Part 1 No. 91-31
The Council calls AIDS the Leveler, and says that it will be one of
mankind's greatest challenges. It is the price that man must pay for
his self-indulgent carnal pleasures; he must begin to answer for the
responsibilities he has shunned. The Council also addresses the
issue of children with AIDS in the schools and is mandatory testing
feasible or not? Also much more.
AIDS - Part 2 - Survival in the 90's No. 93-44
The Council continues their discussion of AIDS, as it is now and as it
will be in the future. Though there is no certain way to avoid the
virus, The Council provides the best precautions to take, as well as
practical advice to health care workers. Teachers and parents of
AIDS-infected children are offered guidelines. Is there a potential for
a vaccine?
Angels - Heavenly Helpers No. 99-69
Have you ever wondered if angels really exist? Wonder no more! This
File is a storehouse of fascinating detail on these celestial
messengers. From the true nature of the fallen angels to the
Heavenly heights of the Archangels, this intriguing file explores the
many facets of these special creations. Discover how angels differ
from us in their relationship to The Divine and what their true purpose
is in God's Plan.
Angels and Prayer in Creation No. 08-105
How do prayers work? Why are some prayers unanswered? Here we
have a fascinating lecture by William A. LePar dealing with the
concept of prayer-created Angels that facilitate the fulfillment of the

prayer. This is a unique revelation of the operational mechanism of
prayers. This is a CD.
Animals and Pets - Psychic Healers of the Animal Kingdom No.
87-11
Pegasus, Dragons, and Unicorns Oh my! Pets are psychic. A
fascinating account of mankind's relationship to animals from the time
of Eden to the present. Also man's early experiments with animals
resulting in the creation of monsters and mythological beasts are
recounted. Hunting, fishing and the use of animals for food are
discussed. The interesting topic of animals as pets is examined in
detail.
Animals and Pets - Part 2 No. 15-131
Some of the topics discussed include the evolvement of the animal
kingdom, how dinosaurs were created and destroyed and our
closeness to domesticated animals. The Council gives an interesting
perspective on how man was supposed to work with the animal
kingdom from the beginning of time. Is there good and bad in the
animal kingdom or simply misunderstood? Read and find out.
Animals and Pets - Part 3 No. 16-136
The information presented here comes from some of the later trances
of Mr. LePar's work. This file opens with a discussion on the
treatment of animals and their purpose in creation. Hunting of animals
to reduce their population, the chemicals that we get from animal
products, the Loch Ness monster and what exterminated the
dinosaurs are covered. What is the smartest animal? Find the answer
in this file.
LePar on Animals No. 07-102
Can animals go to Heaven? The answer might surprise you. Here we
have a delightful CD recording of a William LePar lecture about
animals. The information is based on a compilation of quotes from the
trance material. This is a truly enjoyable lecture from start to finish
especially for animal lovers.
Astrology and Numerology No. 05-93
The Council examines several of the astrological signs. Discover
which sign is the highest in the Zodiac chart. Which sign was Christ

born under? The answer may surprise you. Find out if it is necessary
to make a complete passage through all twelve signs before we are
reunited with God. Also included is a brief but fascinating explanation
of numerology. Learn what the accuracy of numerology is dependant
upon.
Atlantis - Part 1 - High-Tech Disaster No. 89-19
If you have an insatiable appetite for anything Atlantean, here's more
for you. This File discusses their government and their power of
creation and destruction. How did they use genetics and crystals? Is
Atlantis within the Bermuda Triangle? Why was Atlantis destroyed?
Are souls from Atlantean times reincarnating today? Why? Read the
Trance Lending Library File Atlantis Part 1.
Atlantis - Part 2 - Man Versus Nature No. 90-26
Atlantis is gone leaving in its destruction a lesson mankind would be
wise to learn. Man's abuse of nature has in the past destroyed more
than one continent; can it today, destroy our whole world? The
material world was never truly meant to exist, and man's journey from
his heavenly state has cut a wide path of destruction through it. The
Council cautions us on our aggressive nature and on the extinction of
species, and provides information on the fundamental difference
between man and animals, the building of the pyramids, and
discusses the man-made dinosaurs of Mu and Atlantis.
Belief Systems - Part 1 No. 05-94
Here we have an excellent examination of the world's beliefs, past
and present. Belief systems are the combined construction an entire
group of entities. Each cycle of man's existence has a specific belief
system which is part of the ultimate Plan of the Father. As each part
comes into its proper place that belief system becomes inescapable,
Each is an absolute must for an entity's experience. How closely
ones belief structure corresponds to the Divine super belief structure
indicates an entity's development.
Belief Systems - Part 2 No. 06-97
Here we continue the examination of the world's beliefs. The File
describes in great detail the civilization of Atlantis and the events
leading to its demise. Also included is the Cain and Able story. The
Council explains how this story poetically reflects the inner division

which exists within man. Discover the dual meaning of the Tower of
Babel event. The confusion of language indicates the moving away
from the Divine Source. We also find a thorough discussion of the
Trance state and the criteria required to achieve a proper trance
state.
Chakras - Spiritual Power Centers No. 98-66
Chakras are known as energy fields for spiritual forces. There are
seven main Chakras and many minor chakras. The head chakra
alone has 12 minor chakras. In this File, The Council reveals that all
those born into the Western belief system have already undergone
the opening of all seven main chakras. Find out what we must do now
to achieve perfection.
The Children's - Family Trance - Questions of Innocence No. 0073
What would the children say when they had a chance to question The
Council? Unburdened by guilt or a need to be "proper," the children of
the SOL Associates ask questions with a freshness that is missing
from the adult Trances. Do you know the answer to God's favorite
job, the smartest animal, if dragons were real, or how Mary got
pregnant? The children do. In the second Trance, the Family Trance,
the adult members of the SOL Associates' families are given a
chance to talk with The Council on such subjects as the reason for
the Trances, parenting, discipline, and diet. This is a file that will uplift
the heart of even the most serious spiritual seeker.
Consciousness, A Panoramic View – Lecture by Mr. LePar
No.11-118
Years ago The Council gave us an amazing explanation of the
workings of the Human Mind. The many levels of the mind were
explained in great detail. The conscious, sub conscious, super
conscious, objective mind, the traveling mind are all examined. In this
CD Rom. William A. LePar is very careful to follow The Council's
words faithfully. A Q&A session follows the lecture.
Cornerstones of Spirituality No. 09-109
A truly enlightening lecture by William Allen LePar on the Principles of
Spirituality. The concept of sin; the reality of Hell; The Christ
Consciousness are all addressed in this presentation along with a

number of other useful concepts. We even get a primer on the
Morality of Cremation. This is a CD.
Corporate America - Part 1 - The World Enslaved No. 93-43
A fair profit for a good product is a thing of the past in the business
world. Greed and irresponsibility now rule. The Council addresses
corporate responsibility for unsafe products, worldwide
conglomerates and their goal of worldwide rule, and the dangers of
nuclear power. They also make a rare prediction on a global
monetary collapse.
Corporate America - Part 2 - Government for the People? No. 9445
Government of the people, for the people and by the people is a
concept that is more often honored in the breach than in actuality.
The Council warns of dangers in allowing Big Business to influence
the politics of America. The relentless quest for profits has taken
precedence over the basic rights of the citizens. We must insist that
our leaders possess a high sense of justice and morality before it is
too late!
The Council - Heavenly Ambassadors No. 87-01
The Council: Twelve heavenly ambassadors. The door to the Fourth
Dimension opens. In this Trance Library File the members of The
Council explain how they operate through Mr. LePar, where they
come from within the God-made Heavenly Realms and their purpose
for these Trances. They clarify the SOL organization's responsibilities
during the Trance phenomenon. Warnings are given about the
danger to Mr. LePar during the Trance sessions and how to protect
him.
The Council – Part 2 No. 20-151
We begin this file with The Council explaining to our children a little
about the trance that Mr. LePar is in right now (The children are
sitting very close to him while he is in the trance state.) Next, we have
The Council explaining about themselves to an adult audience in our
first trance for the general public. We follow that selection with one
from the second public trance where The Council explains a little
about their lives in the physical world before the reached their current
position in the Heavenly realms. Much more is included here.

The Council Experience 1 (DVD - YouTube) - Million Word
Celebration No. 96-VT1
The first of the Public Trance videos, The Council Experience 1 is a
celebration of Mr. LePar's channeling of more than one million words
of wisdom from The Council. Observe the extensive Trance
preparation, the induction phase, The Council's opening message,
the question and answer session, as well as The Council's closing
statement. The Trance concludes with a dramatic demonstration of
The Council's presence.
Creation - The End of Eden No. 87-02
The Adam and Eve saga, the real story. Why was man created? How
was man created? Where was the Garden of Eden? Was man always
a physical being or did he exist in some other state? These questions
are answered by The Council in this Trance Library File. Included is a
complete statement by The Council that we have titled "The Creation
Story" in which The Council explains how man was created, his
relationship to angels and man's fall into a physical existence.
Dinosaurs - The Original Jurassic Park No. 95-50
Why the fascination with dinosaurs, especially among children? Is it
their size, strength, and power, or is there more to it? Could they
have played a part in our own past lives? Incredibly, we were
contemporaries with the dinosaurs, and by our genetic tinkering, had
a hand in their evolution. Learn about such "mythical" creatures as
dragons, Pegasus the winged horse, and unicorns. Some were
imaginary, but others were as real as the dinosaurs. Finally the
account of the destruction of the dinosaurs provides a lesson for
modern man; destroy Nature at your own peril.
Dreams - Mental Data Processing No. 96-53
Discover the significance of your dreams. This File shows how to
unlock the hidden secrets of your dreams and how to understand
them. The Council explains why sleep is necessary and explores the
many facets of the mind whether awake or asleep. A large amount of
research has been done with dreams by the scientific community but
The Council shows us that we still have a lot to learn about dreaming.
The Effects of Music - Sex, Drugs, and Rock-n-Roll No. 87-12

Middle C mind melodies, soul sounds. The harmonics of the universe
are revealed. Learn how music can be used to soothe the savage
beast or produce a trance-like state. Classical, Christian rock, acid
rock and many other types of music are discussed. Can music
actually change our molecular structure? Can the roots of rock and
roll be traced to Atlantis? Find the answers to these questions and
more in this thought-provoking Trance Library File.
Evolution - The Darwin Dilemma No. 89-20
Scientists say that they have found the missing link between man and
the apes. The Council says otherwise. Their view on Evolution,
Darwinism, dinosaurs and missing links is startling. Man has evolved,
but how much and how does his evolution differ from that of animals?
Each animal serves a purpose. Learn man's link to the animals.
The Family Unit - Part 1 - Last Hope of the World No. 88-15
What is the proper role of a father? What is the proper role of a
mother? What responsibilities do children have in a family? How
should children be disciplined? Does a soul choose his parents? How
can parents deal with children using drugs? The Council states that
the condition of the family unit determines the state of the world. Find
out how to bring peace and harmony to the family and ultimately to
the world in this most important and enlightening file.
The Family Unit - Part 2 No. 89-21
The Family Unit Part 2 continues The Council's dissertation on a
subject paramount to our survival as a free and morally strong
society. The future of the world depends on the strength of the family
unit. The Council goes straight to the heart of the issue and you will
find that they don't mince words when the discussion gets into issues
that are important and soul rewarding. Learn useful principles of
family life.
Food and Nutrition - Life and Death in the Supermarket No. 88-17
Here is a File that you can really sink your teeth into. (We just
couldn't resist) The Council will discuss a wide range of food and
nutritional questions: Why aren't artificial vitamins as good as
natural? What about cholesterol? What effect do all the additives and
preservatives in our food have on our bodies? How can you lose

weight? Is fluoride in our water beneficial or harmful? Also, as a
bonus you will receive valuable information about cancer prevention!
Gemstones - The Power of Stones No. 94-47
The Council reveals the secrets of the gemstones, correcting some
common misconceptions connected with stones and crystals.
Discover which stone should not come in direct contact with the skin
and which stone helps reduce stress. Find out how crystals were
used in the construction of the pyramids. The explanation will
fascinate you!
Government Morality - Part 1 No. 89-22
This is the first offering in the Government Morality Series. The
Council is hard hitting on subjects such as ideal forms of government,
utopian societies, big business, public officials, freedom of the press
and who the real powers in the world are. They also hint at the
prospects for our future. This File won't always make pleasant
reading but how much of what you read or watch on TV is pleasant?
At least here you get the facts and you will find much of value.
Government Morality - Part 2 – Who is in Charge No. 90-27
Do you ever feel that the whole world is marching headlong towards
disaster? This Trance Library File is bursting with insights into the
real nature of politics. Who really controls the government? What is
the relationship among government, big business and religion? Are
the citizens being purposely misguided? This File is must reading if
you ever hope to understand the political world around you. More
important, you will find concrete suggestions on how you can strive to
improve the situation.
Government Morality - Part 3 - Common Man Awareness No. 9132
Isn't it about time we cleaned up our government? Are we truly the
land of the free? The Council advises us to open our eyes and return
to a government of, for and by The People. Learn what YOU can do
to make the government accountable.
Government Morality - Part 4 - Government by Greed No. 92-40
What is the proper attitude of a good and godly government? Should
you send the check to the T.V. ad or help the starving people in your

own city? Has the vast array of dissatisfied people finally awakened?
It is government and big business against the farmer and the
common man, who will win? Answers to these and many other
questions await you in Government Morality Part 4.
Health - Part 1 - Nature's Remedies No. 90-28
Discover why rock music can be hazardous to your health. Dig into
an extraordinary discussion about the healing properties of plants and
herbs. The Council also recommends a diet for those interested in
developing their psychic abilities. The Council gives a simple
procedure for eliminating scars without plastic surgery.
Health - Part 2 - The Council's Weight-loss Diet No. 91-33
Are you as big as a barn and have tried numerous diets without too
much success? If so, The Council recommends a safe, sensible diet
that actually works. For those interested in becoming healers, The
Council gives a step-by-step procedure. There is much to be said for
those who love animals. Find out how our pets can actually assist in
the healing process.
Health - Part 3 - Conquer Cancer and Control Cholesterol No. 9237
Does an apple a day really keep the doctor away? Read this File and
discover how to drastically reduce your cholesterol level. Which is
more harmful: cigarettes or soda pop? The answer may surprise you.
Learn how miracle cures are achieved. Discover how healing can be
achieved through hypnosis. The Council gives an in-depth
description of the bio-electrical-chemical system of the brain.
Health - Part 4 - Laughter: The Best Medicine No. 93-41
Negative thoughts can make you sick and positive thoughts can heal.
Discover the key importance of attitudes to health. Laughter truly is
the best medicine. The Council covers a whole range of tips and
principles for health including gems and crystals, exercise, hypnosis,
faith healers and artificial sweeteners. A discussion of the cause and
cure for depression is especially interesting.
Holiday Messages from The Council No. 02-79
This file contains The Council's Christmas and Easter messages. The
Council often gave these messages during trances which took place

near the holiday season. Learn the symbolism of the Advent wreath.
Discover how Christ bridged the gap to Heaven for mankind. Just as
Christ rose from death at Easter, we should rise from our dead
spiritual lives to a new awakening. At Easter we should think of the
beautiful place that we rightfully deserve.
Holiday Messages - Part 2 No. 15-132
The Council always presented a significant message during the
seasons of Christmas and Easter. In this file they present some
thoughts on the Star of Bethlehem, God fulfilling his promise in Jesus,
The Council talks about the true meaning of the Lenten season, and
how to take the meaning of this important event in your heart
throughout the year. There is much of inspiration in this file.
The Holy Family No. 02-80
This file spotlights the special human family of Christ, Mary and
Joseph. Learn about Mary's perfection and her role as model for all
mothers. The unique role of Joseph is explained in detail. Did Christ
have brothers and sisters as some claim? Find out in this file. The
Council concludes with a discussion of the phenomenon at
Medjugorje where the Blessed Virgin has recently appeared.
The Holy Family - Part 2 No. 03-83
The Council suggests that more people should develop a devotion to
the Blessed Mother because she is extremely powerful in the
heavenly realms. Jesus Christ, as an obedient son respects His
mother and gladly does what she asks. We are given a short prayer
to the Holy Mother for her intercession on our behalf. We are
presented with a surprising viewpoint on Judas; not as a traitor but
more as an essential player in the redemption plan. We are told that
Mary was in her early thirties when Christ was born. The Holy Family
is presented as a model for our families. This file is rich in fascinating
details about the family life of Christ and His parents.
Human Sexuality - Part 1 - The Lost Art of Marriage No. 97-59
Do we treat love, marriage and sex with the proper respect? True
love between two people should begin as friendship then proceed to
a proper courtship. It should culminate in marriage which is a neverending commitment until death. In the world today the abuses of love
are making a mockery of the holy state of marriage. This file covers a

wide range of sexual topics including: prearranged marriages,
justifications for divorce, premarital sex, illegitimate children, the
wedding ceremony, common law marriage, emotional cruelty,
polygamy, unliberated men, soul-mates, abortion, and much more.
Human Sexuality - Part 2 No. 97-60
This File reveals the one and only way to spiritual growth and
enlightenment. Discover the thread of consistency which is the
foundation of Divine existence. Topics covered include: infidelity,
forgiveness, divorce, The war between Darkness and Light,
temptation, the Bible, breach of contract, responsibility to children,
burden of support, clash of egos, spiritual contracts, married clergy
and much more.
Human Sexuality - Part 3 - Marriage and Divorce No. 97-61
Marriage is a contract between a man and a woman but sometimes
this contract is broken by divorce. Each has vowed to love, honor and
obey for life and in a true marriage divorce would be the very last
thing considered. A true marriage involves love, forgiveness and
working things out. Divorce indicates that, perhaps, there wasn't true
love to start with. This file shows us that there are valid reasons for
divorce but they are few.
Human Sexuality - Part 4 - Our Creative Abilities No. 98-62
This File deals with all of the problems and ramifications surrounding
divorce. Learn about our androgynous natures. What are the
responsibilities of a man? What are they for a woman? Also, find out
what society's attitude should be concerning homosexuality.
Why are certain lifestyles accepted in some societies and not in
others? The answer lies within this File.
Human Sexuality - Part 5 - Our Androgynous Nature No. 98-63
This File shows us that the purpose of life is to achieve a greater
awareness of our original divine state thus eliminating the need for
reincarnation and karma. You must be willing to become the best you
can be with what you have. Spirituality is not dependent on depriving
yourself of anything. You will realize that all your suffering is really
your choice with no real need for it.
Human Sexuality - Part 6 - Excelling In Life No. 98-64

In this File The Council discusses the clothing we choose from both
extremes, those who wear provocative outfits and those who live in a
society that greatly restricts both style and color. There are also
questions about nudist camps. Their view gives us clear insight from
the highest levels.
Human Sexuality - Part 7 - Spiritual Sharing No. 99-67
In this File The Council tells us that sexuality can be a form of
spiritual communion between partners who are committed to each
other. It is a sharing of spirituality which intensifies the love bond. We
are reminded that the first criteria for experiencing sexual pleasure is
a full commitment of love. Physical love without a commitment is an
absolute taboo.
Human Sexuality - Part 8 - Sexuality in Soul Relationships No.
99-68
In this file The Council defines our sexuality with profound eloquence.
They give us a picture of what is involved at a spiritual level with the
parts souls are playing in the material form in relation to their own
androgyny. We are given a warning about the nature and purpose of
the AIDS scourge. Discover why speaking with The Council is such a
unique experience, never to be duplicated.
Human Sexuality - Part 9 - The Family Unit No. 01-75
The Council begins this Trance session with a comprehensive
discussion concerning the importance of the family unit. Questions
were answered about working mothers and "quality time". Also
discussed is traditional schooling vs. Home schooling. This File
includes a detailed description of the consequences of marital
infidelity and the permissiveness of our society.
Human Sexuality - Part 10 - Sex and Science No. 01-76
Modern science has given us many avenues for child bearing:
artificial insemination, surrogate motherhood, and fertility treatments.
Are these methods acceptable? Yes and no! This File sets out the
guidelines for the proper use of these methods and cautions about
their misuse. The Council also presents a frank discussion of spousal
manipulation and abuse.
Human Sexuality - Part 11 - The Proper Marriage No. 01-77

This File covers a diverse range of topics ranging from unwed
mothers to interracial marriages. Also included is an in depth
discussion of the commitment within a marriage. The Council
explains the driving force behind our sexuality. Controversial issues
of abortion and birth control are addressed.
Hypnosis – 22-161
This file is interesting but somewhat technical as it talks about past
life regression, the difference between a trance and hypnosis. Also, it
touches on the many levels of our subconscious mind. The Council
also discusses the value of hypnosis to man. Lastly, they talk about
the different levels of the mind and some of its functioning.
The Illusion of Time - The Time Travelers Handbook No. 88-18
Do you like to work thousand-piece puzzles? Can you manipulate
abstract concepts in your mind? Have we got a challenge for you time and relativity. Yes, The Council discusses Mr. Einstein's famous
theory and goes many steps beyond. What do you know about "the
ever-present now?" Is time travel possible? Here is your opportunity
to explore one of the true mysteries of our existence. You will also
find new perspectives on reincarnation and past lives.
Information and Inspiration - Part 1 No. 15-133
This is the first of what we hope will be several files containing some
of the most interesting and most inspiring information along with
some that we as members of SOL have found of value from the body
of work by William LePar and The Council. There is so much to talk
about in this file that a paragraph is not sufficient but here are a few
items - Medjugorje, Love's Rewards and The Love Vibration, along
with Mr. LePar's essay, A Personal God.
Information and Inspiration - Part 2 No. 16-135
This is the second file containing some of the most interesting and
inspiring information along with some that we as members of SOL
have found of value from the body of work by William LePar and The
Council. Some of the topics discussed include - The Bermuda
Triangle, Success in Spirituality, Kirilian Photography, auras, the
unicorn and a wonderful excerpt from William LePar's second volume
of The Book of John.

Information and Inspiration - Part 3 No. 17-141
This file begins with information about biorhythms, having a glorified
body, the Divine Inflow, along with five sections on healing. Within the
healing discourse is information on activating the right brain with
exercises to help us promote that activity.
Information and Inspiration - Part 4 No. 18-143
This file begins by telling us that we are creative beings, what our
purpose in life is, how the Law of Attraction works, how karma works,
eliminating karma and what good karma is.
Information and Inspirations - Part 5 No. 19-147
This file opens with a discussion of a question that has intrigued
scientists for years: what happened to the dinosaurs? This is followed
by an inspirational quote about respecting ourselves, followed by
another about solving problems. On a scientific level, a detailed Q &
A about the makeup of the atom is given in a two-part series. Next,
we have an in-depth discussion of our treatment of animals. Much
more is offered in this 19-section Trance Lending Library file.
Karma - Pay Now or Pay Later No. 87-09
How is your soul's credit rating? Your tomorrows are determined by
your todays. Read how karmic situations developed in Mu, Lemuria
and Atlantis. Examples of karmic ties in a family relationship are
given. The controversial subjects of divorce, remarriage and abortion
are discussed. Can you be born on another planet? What is group
karma? These and other questions are answered. The Council gives
us a simple spiritual goal that we can all obtain.
Karma – Part 2 No. 20-152
The first five selections in this file discuss children and the karmic
conditions that can occur. The Council refers to “intention” as being
key to karma. Selection 6 illustrates how The Council has worked
with us through the trances. The Council eventually ends this
selection with a clear and concise statement of how to end the Cycle
of Reincarnation and to eliminate all karmic debt in this lifetime.
Karma – Part 3 No. 20-153

This file opens with a discussion of the treatment of animals and the
karmic conditions that can be created. There are selections on
marriage and remarriage dealing with the karmic potentials of each.
The Council also explains how one bad decision can lead to another
and then another so that a pattern of karma is created that can be
very difficult to correct.
Karma – Part 4 No. 21-157
The file begins with a discussion of transgender issues and society’s
reaction and rejection of these issues and the karmic issues that
result. Next the subject of revealing dress is questioned. Another This
Selection deals with the karmic implications and situations that deal
with a parent leaving their child to be cared by someone else,
whether it is a school or a day-care situation or some other type of
situation. There are many topic for today’s world included in this file.
Life After Death Dissertations - Part 1 No. 12-121
This file contains supplemental information to the Life After Death
series of Trance Library Files. It consists of summaries presented by
The Council following lengthy presentations of the states of existence
in the Man Made Heavenly Realms and the God Made Heavenly
Realms. A truly informative read.
Life After Death Dissertations - Part 2 No. 14-127
This file continues the fascinating life after death discussion
presented in the Life After Death Dissertations - Part 1. More
information about the Man Made Heavenly Realms and the God
Made Heavenly Realms. A complete explanation of what transpires
once you leave the material or once you change your focus.
Life after Death - Part 1 - The Beginning of the End No. 87-05
Building spiritual citadels. Going Up? The Council Opens with an indepth narration of the differences between us and Christ and His
relationship to the Grace Period. Other topics in this opening part of
the series include: a definition of God, our purpose for being here,
what this experience really is, free will, healing and time. The Council
also reveals their definition of Christianity.
Life after Death - Part 2 - A Tale of Two Heavens No. 87-06

Heavenly hierarchy. Beyond heaven's gates. This Trance Library File
continues the explanation of the world beyond the grave with a
detailed description of the various levels of spiritual awareness within
the Man-made and God-made Heavenly Realms. The Council also
talks about how we can build a strong spiritual body. Other interesting
topics are: changing the past, auras and a definition of death.
Life after Death - Part 3 - To Heaven and Back No. 87-07
Reality and life - only shadows on the wall. You will learn what it is
like in the Man-made Spiritual Realms and about the help offered
from the God-made Realms. The controversial subjects of abortion
and birth control are also covered. Other points of interest are
temporary death experiences, fear of death, elimination of karmic
debts and opportunities to reincarnate.
Life after Death - Part 4 - To Heaven for Good No. 87-08
"From ghoulies and ghosties . . . and things that go bump in the
night." This Trance Library File touches on the fascinating subject of
possession, walk-ins, victim souls and light beings; plus a new
perspective on suicide and atheism. The difference between the Manmade and God-made Heavenly Realms are graphically described.
The Council gives us examples of proper attitudes for spiritual growth
and also warns about concepts that will deter this growth.
Life after Death - Part 5 - Skeletons in the Closet No. 88-13
"We ain't afraid of no ghosts!" But should we be? This File explores
ghosts, apparitions, demonic possession and phantom figures.
Communication with spirits - you may get more than you bargained
for! Soul mates, twin souls, group souls - get the facts. Past, present,
future - The Council's explanation of time might surprise you!
Life after Death - Part 6 - You Can Take It with You No. 88-14
The power of your thoughts is revealed in Life After Death Trances 12
and 13. Learn how to make great spiritual advancements in this
lifetime with minimal effort. Are left-handed people the only ones in
their "right minds"? Find out why you reach perfection, "when your
presence meets your essence." The Council clarifies a wide range of
topics from Charismatics to voodoo in Part 6 of the Life After Death
Series.

Life after Death - Part 7 - Spiritual Sojourn No. 89-23
Everyone has an aura. Do you know what it is? How it's formed? You
can be influenced by another person's aura. In Life After Death - Part
7, The Council also covers pre-death experiences and their
meanings. You will definitely enjoy their discussion of a magical place
know as Summerland. Almost all of us experience that beautiful
experience during our spiritual journeys. Don't miss this opportunity to
read about it.
Life after Death - Part 8 - Heavenly Hierarchies No. 89-24
Continue your journey into Life After Death as The Council reveals
the workings of the Man-made Heavenly Realms. Enter the Spirit
Level where souls exist initially in isolation and must eventually
accept responsibility for their actions. Going into the Guidance Level,
you will find souls congregating according to their belief system,
awaiting a chance for reincarnation. Learn of the way powerful
individual souls in the hierarchies of these realms attempt to influence
the material world. In addition The Council addresses fasting, prayer,
abstinence and celibacy; and gives a fascinating account of the nonexistence of time.
Life after Death - Part 9 - Ticket to Heaven No. 90-29
Where is Heaven? Where is Hell? Discover the answer in this
fascinating account of the many states of existence on the other side.
This File also reveals the truth about life on other planets. Learn
about the reality of angels and their relationship to us. The Council
gives you an essential key, your ticket to heaven, to help you return
to your Divine Source.
Life after Death - Part 10 - Out of this World No. 90-30
The Council reveals some sure-fire techniques for ending the
reincarnation cycle. Also included is a method anyone can use for
viewing auras. Discover why great numbers of "special souls" are
reincarnating at this time. This File gives a fascinating account of The
Council's level of existence.
Lily Dale Assembly Public Trance No. 16-137
This trance was given in Lily Dale, New York at the request of the Lily
Dale Assembly. Some of the topics discussed were, How Can We
Know our Life Plan, What Happened to the Mayan civilization, At

What Point does the Soul Enter the Physical Body and How to Deal
with Fear.
The Bible, Jesus, Love and The Council - Part 1 No. 17-140
We begin by finding the truth in Holy Scripture, recognizing Jesus
when he reappears, when all reach the Christ Consciousness, what
The Council truly looks like, returning to the Father directly from the
earth plane and some interesting information about the Holy Spirit.
The Bible, Jesus, Love and The Council - Part 2 No. 18-145
In part 2 we discuss the makeup of the soul, what happens to a soul
who does not try to reach perfection, a discussion of Armageddon,
asking The Council for help, a large section on love and The Council
answers the question why there has been a large upsurge in
population in the last 200 years.
The Bible, Jesus, Love and The Council - Part 3 No. 19-149 This
file begins with a very strong message from The Council concerning
abortion and what our attitudes should be. This information is worth
reading if nothing else is pursued in this file, but there is much more
of value. The Old and New Testaments are discussed in detail, along
with the spiritual progression of humankind throughout history. The
subject of astrology is discussed in a couple of sections. The most
interesting is the one describing the sign of the scorpion, the sign that
Jesus was born under. This file also contains a magnificent
dissertation on the love that the Infinite Father has for us through the
love of Jesus Christ.
Meditation - Part 1 - An Answer to Your Prayers No. 91-35
Learn to tap the boundless knowledge within. This File is loaded with
valuable pointers and suggestions on the methods and benefits of
meditation. Prayer combined with meditation is our most powerful
means of advancing spiritually. In prayer we talk to God; in meditation
God talks to us.
Meditation - Part 2 - Reconstruction Through Meditation No. 9239
Discover the best overall exercise for spiritual growth. Learn how to
reduce your potential for cancer by 75%! Also included are some

simple techniques for teaching children how to meditate. Find out
how everyone automatically meditates at least twice a day! Can
quartz crystals enhance your meditative state? The Council
discusses this and discloses some interesting facts about crystals
and other gemstones.
Meditation - A Guided Meditation No. 10-111
This is a combination of Mr. LePar's Meditation Manual plus an audio
CD of his Guided Meditation. Relax and enjoy this delightful exercise
conducted by a master of meditation.
The Metaphysical Sciences - From Pyramids to the Stars No. 9342
The Council dispels some popular misconceptions about the occult
and provides a treasure trove of truth on a wide range of topics
including alchemy, acupuncture, demonic possession, telepathy,
herbs, and much more. Discover which Sun sign is the most
advanced. This File also includes a very comprehensive definition of
the aura. Find out how the pyramids were built; The Council's
explanation may astound you!
The Mind - Part 1 No. 94-48
Sigmund Freud discovered the Subconscious Mind. With the help of
this File you can discover the Superconscious Mind, the Traveling
Mind, the Objective Mind and other hidden recesses of the real you.
What is hypnosis? Where do psychic abilities reside? What part of
the Mind controls Karma? What side of the brain controls healing? Is
electro-shock therapy useful? How do miraculous healings occur?
Interested??? This File tells it all.
The Mind - Part 2 - Healings Begin in the Mind No. 95-51
This is a continuation of last year's file on the mind. It contains a
comprehensive discussion of the mind's role in the healing process
including so called "miraculous healings." The characteristics of the
left-brain versus the right-brain are detailed in this fascinating file.
Money, Wealth and Poverty - Part 1 No. 96-54
Why does our wealthy society have so many people living in abject
poverty? Who profits from war? Is war ever justifiable? In this File
The Council answers these questions and many more. Also included

is a lively discussion about owning luxuries. Learn how to be
prosperous without being greedy.
Money, Wealth and Poverty - Part 2 No.97-57
As Americans we pride ourselves in having a democratic form of
government. We vote for our leaders and we feel that they act in our
best interests. This File points out that perception and reality are
often very different. They speak of a shadow government-big
business coalition pulling the strings on national and international
events. Politicians are more often motivated by greed and the quest
for power than by the legitimate needs of the citizens. The morality of
government aid, bank loans, farm support, charity and poverty are
also discussed.
Mysteries of the Universe - How to Build a Pyramid No. 88_16
Travel with us to the Bermuda Triangle and ancient Egypt, (and a
quick stop at Atlantis). Enjoy fascinating commentary about black
holes, flying saucers, and life on other planets. People wear crystals
to help add energy to themselves, but these stones contain more
power potential than modern man ever dreamed. How were the
Atlanteans involved in the building of the pyramids? Did you know
that one of the capstones was a ball of solid gold seven feet in
diameter? Also, find out what power formed the image of Christ on
the Shroud of Turin.
LePar on The Passion of The Christ No. 07-101
The controversial movie The Passion of The Christ impacted viewers
in contrasting ways. Both praise and scorn were piled onto this Mel
Gibson production. At a recent gathering Mr. LePar presented some
psychic impressions of the movie. These insights into the Passion of
Christ transcend the parameters of religious research and scholarship
as we know it. Thus, they are an excellent example of the spiritual
treasures found at informal gatherings known as Spiritual Dialogue
with William Allen LePar.
Personal Morality - Part 1 - Drugs: The Family Killer No. 91-34
What should you do if you discover your child is experimenting with
drugs? The Council explains the true danger of both illegal and
prescribed drugs. You are never too young to learn. The Council

points out that learning begins in the womb. This File ends with a
note on how to eliminate your enemies by turning them into friends.
Personal Morality - Part 2 - The Subliminal Assault No. 92-38
Are backward recording techniques used to put messages on rock
albums? Yes! "But the real villain is what can be totally understood
without using such dubbing techniques." In the second Trance of the
Personal Morality series, The Council lets their "hair down" as we get
a rare glimpse of their sense of humor. The topics covered are:
classical and "junk" music, parenting, sleep learning and humor.
Personal Morality - Part 3 - Give Your Child a Head Start No. 9549
The parent-child relationship is explored in detail in this fascinating
File. Such topics as teaching in the womb, sleep learning, child
discipline and parental example are covered. Do you watch TV with
a child sleeping in the next room? It could be a very unwise thing to
do. This File is an excellent primer for parents of very young children
and for parents-to-be.
Prayer - Soul Power No. 00-71
We have all said prayers that we thought were never answered;
perhaps we prayed for a healing and the healing never came, and we
reasoned it was just not meant to be. In this file you will discover what
was meant to be, and why prayers seemingly go unanswered. You
will also discover what elements are needed for a powerful prayer,
including the role of the heart and emotions. You will see how
activities and good deeds can be a true form of prayer, why
meditation should always be preceded by prayer, and how praying for
others adds to your own soul. Prayer takes many forms and no
prayer is ever wasted but always does some good, somewhere. Don't
hesitate to pray often; it is the most powerful thing you can do.
Prayer - Soul Power - Part 2 No. 00-74
This File continues the dialog of Part 1 with many examples and
specific types of prayer. There are many suggestions to make prayer
more powerful and effective. You may look on prayer in a completely
new light after reading this fascinating File.
Psychic Abilities - Your Untapped Potential No. 87-04

Here's looking through you, kid! Were the pyramids created with
psychic abilities? How was this done? The Council explains how all
psychic abilities occur and what feats man is capable of achieving.
With any ability comes the responsibility to use that ability in a godly
way and The Council explains how to use psychic abilities properly.
Public Trances - The Council Reaches Out No. 99-70
These files are verbatim transcripts of Mr. William Allen LePar's
Public Trances. Conducted in the Fall of 1989 and 1990 these
sessions contain a wealth of marvelous information including: life
after death, space creatures, astral planes, earthquakes, and
Armageddon.
The audience asked The Council questions. Perhaps some of your
questions have been answered.
Public Trance Video No.1 on DVD No. 08-106
This is a full-length DVD video of a complete William A. LePar Deep
Catatonic Trance from the self-induced induction to the final
emergence. This was a public trance attended by many people. Hear
and see the interesting questions posed by the audience - a riveting
experience. Topics include life after death, space creatures, astral
planes, earthquakes, and Armageddon.
Public Trance Video No. 2 on DVD No. 09-110
This is a full-length DVD video of a complete William A. LePar Deep
Catatonic Trance from the self-induced induction to the final
emergence. This was the second public trance attended by many
people. Hear and see the interesting questions posed by the
audience. A riveting experience. Topics include Power of the
Chakras, The Supernatural and Miracles at Medjugorje.
Raising Children – 22-160
We begin this file with some personal advice that actually should be
considered by everyone. It follows with an amazing comment by The
Council concerning young children and their potential abilities. There
are a couple of selections on hyperkinetic children, followed by advice
on teaching about the dangers of marijuana.
Reincarnation - Cosmic Carousel No.87-10

Coming back to haunt yourself! The subject of previous lives is
examined in detail. An individual's subconscious mind is the
collection of all previous life experiences and his or her karma. The
major impact of the Christian belief system on the ancient
reincarnation process is pointed out. This File is highlighted by
personalized readings which illustrate the principles of reincarnation.
Reincarnation Revisited - Part 1 No. 94-46
Many people think reincarnation is an upward path to godhood. How
wrong. It is instead a downward spiral that leads us ever deeper into
the soul's addiction to physical life. But there is a way to break the
reincarnation habit and this file shows you how. You'll learn about
reincarnation into astrological signs, Mu and Lemuria incarnations,
and the reincarnation of Judas and the Apostles. Also discussed are
limbo and Sheol, souls who "linger" after death, and why
reincarnation is not a part of Christian doctrine.
Reincarnation Revisited - Part 2 - Opportunities for Perfection
No. 95-52
Topics covered in this file include understanding time, opportunities
for perfection now and in the spiritual state. Discover the greatest
opportunity available in the material manifestation to make
tremendous gains (a one-way ticket to the Heavenly Realms). There
is an interesting discussion of dream cycles and the causes of certain
emotional problems.
Reincarnation Revisited - Part 3 No. 96-55
Victim Souls -- who are they and what is their purpose? The Council
tells us about these amazing entities who do not have to reincarnate
but do so out of love for mankind. The Council presents a wonderful
interpretation of the biblical parable about the laborers in the
vineyard. The karmic ramifications of organ donations are explored.
This file closes with a discussion of the value as well as the danger of
hypnosis.
The Second Public Trance No. 01-78
This transcript of Mr. LePar's second public Trance will not disappoint
you. The Council begins with a fascinating parable about a loving
father and his wayward sons. We find an excellent discussion of
chakras and their meaning. The healing value of herbs, medicine and

music are addressed as well as the Gulf War and the phenomenon at
Medjugorje.
Secrets of Spiritual Growth No. 06-98
For the first time a two-disk audio CD recording from the Spiritual
Dialogue Series of LePar lectures is being offered as a Trance
Lending Library File. This fascinating discussion covers Mr. LePar's
recounting of his encounter with a near-death experience of several
years ago, starting with the often cited passage through the tunnel
into the light. He documents the complete feeling of freedom and
peace to the meeting of the relatives and loved ones. Then he comes
to the immensely detailed and intensely painful review of his life. It is
the little things that we fail to do that count more than the big things.
The big things you do but little things contain your spirituality.
Sherry Lee - Top Priority - WOAC 1984 No. 10-114
In the mid 80's Canton, Ohio had its own local TV station. WOAC first
broadcast in April 1982 with Scott Davis, Sherry Lee and Son of
Ghoul as major personalities. Sherry Lee presented a regular feature
TOP PRIORITY. In 1984 two local psychics: William A. LePar and
Lois Tinner Brown were guests on her show and are presented in this
DVD. So sit back and enjoy this fascinating interview. The period
clothes, beards and haircuts alone are worth the effort.
Society Today - Part 1 - What's the Matter with Kids Today? No.
96-56
What's the matter with kids today? Just how did our society get to
where it is? This File, the first in a series on today's society, sheds
light on the present condition of the world in general. If you would like
to change your world, The Council offers some earth-shaking insights
on how to make it a better place.
Society Today - Part 2 - The Buck Needs to Stop Somewhere No.
97-58
Down to earth advice is offered from the Celestial Realms. Why are
farmers so important? Is recreational drug use acceptable? What part
should discipline play in our lives? Why does the Council advise us to
"Act, never react."? Spiritual insights and many more fascinating
tidbits await you in this Society Today Part II file.

Solar Newsletter Archives - 1983, 1984, 1985 No. 03-85
This File starts a new series of Solar Newsletter reprints beginning
with the premier issue of July 1983 to Vol.2, No.4 of December 1985.
Topics include William LePar's signature column: Comments on
Spirituality in each issue along with Life After Death, Health Hints,
Bermuda Triangle, Shroud of Turin and Pyramids to name a few. If
you missed some of these issues here is your chance to catch up.
Solar Newsletter Archives - 1986, 1987 No. 03-86
This File continues the Solar Newsletter reprint series for Vol.3, No.1
of March 1986 to Vol.4, No.4 of Winter 1987 - a full eight quarterly
issues from the past. Topics include Tithing, Herbs, Science, Black
Holes, Aspartame, Reincarnation and much more. You are in for
some fascinating reading with this File.
Solar Newsletter Archives - 1988, 1989 No. 04-87
These Newsletters include such topics as the Technology of Atlantis
a detailed description of the Atlanteans' abilities. Mr. LePar explains
his strong position on the New Age movement. He warns of the
corruptness within that movement. Health topics include vitamins;
how to eliminate scars; healing and miracles; Alzheimer's Disease;
and coping with stress just to name a few. Learn why The Council
refers to mentally handicapped people as "the blessed souls of
heaven". Their explanation will astound you!
Solar Newsletter Archives - 1990,1991 No. 04-88
Mr. LePar gives an in-depth look at guilt explaining why guilt is a very
important emotion that is necessary for our spiritual growth. It is not
intended to destroy us but is an extremely useful tool if used properly.
Also included is the Research and Study Group information about
love, marriage, sex and commitment. The council defines
commitment and discusses the consequences of our society's lack of
commitment. Health topics include methods for eliminating
cholesterol; The Council's recommendation for weight loss;
vegetarianism; the dangers of aspartame; and the healing nature of
pets. Other fascinating topics are the reality of karma and
reincarnation; the New Dispensation; past life readings and drug
abuse.
Newsletter Archives 1992-1993 No. 05-91

Topics include how to develop our psychic abilities. There are 12
guidelines recommended that should be adhered to before we delve
too deeply into developing our psychic powers. Other interesting
topics include The Council's weight-loss program which includes
several practical tips for losing weight safely. Also discussed are five
steps that guarantee spiritual growth. If we follow these principles, we
can grow spiritually much more than ever imagined. The Council
explains why water fluoridation is an extremely dangerous situation.
Learn what action to take if your community has a fluoridated water
supply.
Newsletter Archives 1994-1995 No. 05-92
These newsletters discuss topics such as the potential dangers and
ramifications of cloning. Also, learn how we can attain Divine
Guidance to solve any problem. It is a surprisingly simple technique
but 100% reliable. The Council discusses cancer and explains why it
is the most profitable sickness of our day.
Learn how to reach perfection in an imperfect world. Mr. LePar
explains why it is necessary to be spiritually greedy in order to
successfully complete our soul's journey.
Newsletter Archives 1996 No. 06-95
This File encompasses many different aspects of the nature of man.
Mr.
LePar shares some simple secrets to spiritual growth that he learned
from his near death experience. Also discussed is the speculation
that prayers were responsible for the conversion of Russia and the
collapse of Communism. Find out why physical scars can actually be
karmic badges indicating some spiritual work is needed. Mr. LePar
gives insightful definitions of atheists, agnostics and those who do not
even think about God.
Newsletter Archives 1997 No. 06-96
This File is comprised of four Newsletters from 1997. Varied topics
include: The Healing Power of Herbs, an explanation of the Trance
process, an in depth explanation of discipline and its importance in
raising children. Also included is an article on the importance of safe
drinking water. The File also presents two touching and inspirational
Christmas stories.

Newsletter Archives 1998 No. 07-99
This file is the complete reprint of the 1998 Solar Newsletter. Each of
the four issues begins with William LePar's Comments on Spirituality.
Also look for items on Abortion, some of Denny Highben's Favorite
Quotes and a study of The Sandwich Generation. Also to be found
are pieces on animals, numerology, alcohol and organic foods.
Newsletter Archives 1999 No. 07-100
Again each of the four quarterly newsletters starts with William
LePar's signature column: Comments on Spirituality, always a good
read. Then we have fine articles on Mozart, ESP, Grandparents and
past life regression. Also covered is much interesting information on
vitamins, fighting depression, and the spiritual search and discovery
process. The search is fun but the discovery means work.
Newsletter Archives 2000 No. 08-103
This file is the entire reprint of all four issues of the 2000 Solar
Newsletter. Mr. LePar's Comments on Spirituality article leads off
each of the four issues. We are treated to: Pass no Judgement,
Recipe for a Happy Family, Religion and Health, The Law of Ten and
many other informative topics.
Newsletter Archives 2001 No. 08-104
All four issues of the 2001 Solar Newsletter are presented in this file.
Again each issue is opened with an inspirational piece by William A.
LePar. Topics addressed include: High Protein Diets, Home
Schooling, Carbonated Beverages, Einstein on Time and more. A
very good read.
Newsletter Archives 2002 No. 09-107
This file is the entire reprint of all four issues of the 2002 Solar
Newsletter. Mr. LePar's Comments on Spirituality article leads off
each of the four issues. We are presented with: Newspeak Lives;
Aspartame is to Blame; Bridge to Heaven; A Miracle or Just Dumb
Luck and many other informative topics.
Newsletter Archives 2003 No. 09-108
All four issues of the 2003 Solar Newsletter are presented in this file.
Again each issue is opens with an inspirational piece by William A.
LePar. Topics addressed include: Big Fish in a Big Pond; Spiritual

Rules of Thumb; Fluoride; Ancient Manuscripts and more. A very
good read.
Newsletter Archives 2004 No. 10-112
This file is the reprint of all four issues of the 2004 Solar Newsletter.
The first issue is the 20th Anniversary Issue. Mr. LePar leads off each
of the four issues with his Comments on Spirituality article. Included
are: Trapped by Treasures, A Few Soul Mates, The Job Principle,
Atkins Diet and many other informative topics.
Newsletter Archives 2005 No. 10-113
All four issues of the 2005 Solar Newsletter are presented in this file.
Each issue opens with an inspirational piece by William A. LePar.
Topics addressed include: March of Materialism, Spiritual Rules of
Thumb, Addictions, Vitamin E, Smell the Roses and more. A good
read.
Newsletter Archives 2006 No. 11-115
Each of the four issues of the Solar Newsletters for 2006 begins with
the traditional inspirational column by William A. LePar. We are
treated to: “Both Sides of the Coin”, “A Constant State of Change”,
“Rooted in Spirituality” and “Depend on Heaven”. Also you will find:
“The Christmas Blues”, “Teflon Cookware”, “Pay More-Get Less” and
many more.
Newsletter Archives 2007 No. 11-116
“The Entitlement Mentality”, When Does the End Justify the Means?”,
“What is Essential in Life” and “Our Deliberate Blindness” are the
Inspirational articles by William A. LePar in this collection of the 2007
Solar Newsletters. In addition you will find excellent pieces such as:
“Eliminating Chaos”, Mea Culpa”, “The Loss of a Loved One”, “Man's
Best Friend” and “The Healing Power of Nutrition”.
Newsletter Archives 2008 No. 12-119
Here we have copies of all four quarterly issues of the Solar
Newsletter for 2008. William LePar leads off every issue with his
inspirational piece. Other topics range from “Count Life in Moments, “
Happiness is and Attitude”, “Anger Management, “The Sword of
Technology” and “The Value of Suffering”. These issues are a
storehouse of useful knowledge.

Newsletter Archives 2009 No. 13-123
A complete collection of The Solar Newsletters of 2009. Each issue
begins with Mr. LePar's signature article “Comments on Spirituality”.
Other authors have submitted topics ranging from: “Energy For The
Soul”, “Healthy Options”, “Moderation In All Things” and “Good
Karma” to “Laughter”, “Lead To Gold” and many more topics. All
makes for good reading.
Newsletter Archives 2010 No. 14-129
This Trance Lending Library File is a compilation of all four Solar
Newsletters published in 2010. Each newsletter leads off with William
A. LePars signature column Comments on Spirituality containing a
wealth of inspirational advice. In additional are articles on Weigh
Control, Cancer, Healing, The Green Thumb Principle, Black Holes
and more.
Spiritual Dialog No.1 - Heaven or Hell No. 13-124
This issue is an audio CD-Rom of a presentations by Mr. LePar.
Topics include: “Choices Determine Your Hereafter”, “What Is Above
Is Below”, “Forgive Them”, “Two Edged Sword”, “The Little Things”,
“Light And Darkness”, “Essence Of God”, “Negativity” and Which
Direction Are We Moving”.
Spiritual Dialog No.2 - Path Out Of Hopelessness No. 13-125
The next CD-Rom In the Spiritual Dialog Series presents: “Be A
Parent”, “Children Will Manipulate”, “Permissive Parents”, “Errors Of
Omission”, “Willful Mistakes”, “Control Your Life”, “Excuses”, Ladder
To The Light”, “Path To Darkness”, and “All Things Serve The Lord”.
Spiritual Dialog No.3 - Path Out Of Suffering No. 13-126
In this presentation by Mr. LePar, we are given discussions on:
“Sharing Christ's Suffering”, Emulating The Creator”, “Spiritual Thirst”,
“Giving Opens Us To Receiving”, “Progress Has A Price”, “Respect”,
“Half Full Or Half Empty”, and “Kindness Trumps Cleverness”.
Spiritual Dialog No.4 - Path to The Living Masterpiece No. 15-134
In this final CD presentation of Mr. LePar's three-part series (see 13125, 126) he completes the series by telling us "A Painting (us as
spiritual beings) is Never Finished", "Use the Love that God Gives

You", "The Soul is the Report Card of Life", "The Soul is the Spirit",
"God is Always with You", "The Little Things Count", "Man is a Work
of Art", and "Man is The Great Cathedral". There are many other
tracks that you will find insightful.
Spiritual Dialog No. 5 - Spirituality in the New Millennium No. 16138
Truth is Timeless, We All have a Dark Side, Spirituality is in the Little
Things, Tattoos and Piercing, Manipulating the Masses, Big Brother
is Watching and Making Restitution are some of the thoughts
discussed in this Spiritual Dialog session.
Spiritual Dialog No. 6 - Heretics of Yesterday and Today No. 17142
William LePar discusses The Inquisition then and now, what makes a
heretic, learning self-worth, the plight of the middle class, the Wrath
of God and accepting Jesus.
Spiritual Dialog No. 7 - Atheists and Agnostics No. 18-146
Religion from the heart is spirituality, says William LePar. He also
discusses God of the Old Testament, actions versus words, merit is
modified by motive, habit leads to belief and living from the heart.
Spiritual Dialog No. 8 Roads of Reincarnation No. 19-150
In this audio Mr. LePar discusses reincarnation in detail. He also
brings in the subjects of religion and life planning. Within the
discussion of life planning the subject of gender is presented on
several tracks. Past-life regression and its pitfalls are brought up in
this Spiritual Dialogue session.
Spiritual Dialog No. 9 – Success in Adversity No. 20-154
In this audio presentation William LePar talks about The Purpose of
Adversity and how we can gain success over it. Other topics are No
Challenge Is Beyond Our Strength, the goal of a The Life Plan is to
Succeed. Also included, Spiritual Growth Leads to Maturity and
Standing on Principle Takes Fortitude.
Spiritual Dialog No. 10 – A World Blessed No. 21-158
This spiritual dialogue offers much good advice that we can all use.
Here are the titles of some of the tracks. Love on Lips Should Match

Love in Heart, Do Something Nice for Someone, Get Your Heart
Before Your Lips, The World Needs Blessing, Correct Your own
Problems First and Change Yourself and You Change the World.
Spiritual Dialogue No. 11 – The Nature of the Heart - Part 1 - No.
22-162
Mr. LePar discusses many aspects of love in this audio presentation.
He talks about Divine the truths, ecological crisis and that each of us
occupies strata that conform to groups of like-minded souls. Tracks
on Universal Love Accepts All and True Love Knows No Limits are
well worth listening to. “Whatever we have to pay in this life for
spiritual growth, the payment in return for that is phenomenal.
Payment for spiritual growth, the rewards are paid tenfold in concrete
things of a different dimension.”
Spiritual History of Mankind - Mu, Lemuria, and Atlantis No. 8703
Ancient histories and mysteries revealed! Man's spiritual history is
traced through a "Cosmic Bible" beginning with the earliest civilization
of Mu (Garden of Eden), to Lemuria, Atlantis and finally to the present
day. Follow the progression of The Sons of the Law of One and the
Sons of Belial through their times of conflict and their times of peace.
Learn how God's Chosen People and the Essenes worked together
to bring about the New Dispensation.
Spirituality is an Attitude No. 03-84
What is spirituality? In this File The Council offers many ways to grow
spiritually. They enumerate the two essential elements that insure
success in true spiritual growth. Also discussed are the two aspects
of the Antichrist: the spirit of the Antichrist and the Antichrist himself.
Learn how to protect yourself from negativity.
Spirituality is an Attitude - Part 2 No. 04-89
The Council illustrates in this File how simple it is to attain spirituality.
They outline five steps to take in order to grow spiritually. If one
makes the commitment to apply these steps, The Council guarantees
spiritual growth. True spiritual growth consists of two basic
components. This File discusses both. Discover how you can achieve
a heavenly state here on earth. The woman's role within the family
unit is defined.

Sports and Leisure Activities - Fun at what Expense No. 91-36
When sports and games were first invented they were friendly
contests between individuals to see who was the quickest and most
agile, which was acceptable. But games and sports have changed.
Pride and ego have become a monster that devours the idea of
sportsmanship. It is not sportsmanship but who gets the most money
regardless of how unfairly they play. The Council explains the proper
role of sports and games in our leisure time.
Study Group Trance No. 1 No. 17-139
The essentials of spirituality is the main topic of Study Group Trance
one. The Council refers to a "special messenger" that may serve
some souls in their spiritual development. They also touch on prayer
as a very valuable tool for growth. Making the right choices in life is
discussed along with children, parents and violence in our world
today.
Study Group Trance No. 2 No. 18-144
In this trance The Council opens with a definition of spirituality,
perfect love and imperfect love. More information is given on weaker
souls receiving help from stronger. There is an interesting discussion
or forgiving someone versus forgetting about a wrong committed.
Asking for the Divine to help in time of trouble gives pause for
thought. The Council warns us to clean up our karma now because
we will not recognize the world in 100 years.
Study Group Trance No. 3 No. 19-148
The Council begins by telling us how to express our spirituality. They
talk about the Holy Spirit and how we can open ourselves to help
from that source. There is a lot in this trance that we can use for selfevaluation. One of the topics discussed is being deeply hurt as a child
and its effects. An example questioned is children being hurt by a
divorce. The Council closes with an inspirational message about each
of us discovering who we are.
Study Group Trance No 4 21-156
The Council begins with a definition of true spirituality. They follow
with some detailed information on mental illness and trauma, talking
about foods, herbs, the activity of the soul and what happens when a

mentally disturbed soul enters the heavenly realms. The Council
extends this discussion to the conditions of the world today. Next,
they move to dealing with difficult children. Also, an exchange about
bringing God and the Holy Spirit into our lives. An interesting aspect
of the ego is brought in to help us understand why we think the way
that we do. This file closes with some interesting points about our
society today.
Study Group Trance No. 5 – 22-159
This trance opens with the SOL Associates discussion a possible
public trance. The Council gives us a glimpse of the future. They say
we would be wise to wait for our rewards until the hereafter. A quote:
“The difference between those at the bottom of the ladder and those
at the top is how much they are willing to sacrifice their own desires,
their own wishes, their own life, their own emotions, their own needs,
to help others.” The Council says, that all are given an equal
opportunity for growth.
Study Group Trance No. 6 No. 02-81
This file is a transcript of the sixth trance in the Spiritual Research
and Study Group series. It is a treasure trove of food and nutrition
facts from vegetarianism to the danger of sugars. The popular high
protein low carbohydrate diets are comprehensively covered. In a
different vein, the subject of gay adoption is addressed in some
detail.
Study Group Trance No. 7 No. 02-82
Love is the keyword in this transcript of the seventh Trance in the
Spiritual Research and Study Group series. True love is very rare and
outside forces will try to destroy it. Learn the true value of love in this
life. Family structure and responsibilities of each member are
enumerated. When love is lacking, materialism, feelings of
worthlessness, depression and often the administration of medication
follows. We are cautioned to be parents rather than friends to our
children. This is a truly enlightening file.
The Lost Parable No.14-130
The Council indicated that this story would prove to be a source of
enlighten to all who read it. The Council then suggested that the

greatest value, as with any parable, can be obtained by paying close
attention to what is being said beyond the words.
The Problem with Lucifer No.12-120
A collection of random musings by William A. LePar on the Nature of
Lucifer. These were compiled from a number of Solar Business
Meetings of many years ago. Mr. LePar would get inspirational
information on occasion during these meetings which he would share
with those in attendance. These asides were often the best part of the
meetings. Fascinating revelations! This is a CD.
Thoughts are Things No. 04-90
Discover how to receive Divine Guidance for solving any problem you
may have. This simple technique is foolproof and will amaze you.
Learn how to achieve a true state of prayer. Find out what two
elements must be present for a prayer to be answered. Also included
in this File is a fascinating account on how the pyramids were built.
Trance Opening and Closing Statements No.12-122
At the beginning of each of Mr. LePar’s Trances The Council gave an
“Opening Statement” before the questioning by those attending
began. Again after the end of the Trance The Council made their
“Closing Statement”. Over the years it was discovered that some of
the most valuable information was gained from these statements.
Presented here is a fine collection of Opening and Closing
Statements for your edification.

Trance Opening and Closing Statements - Part 2 No.14128
This is a continuation of the Part 1 file issued two years ago (No.12122). In these statements by The Council is contained some of the
most interesting and valuable information that was received in the
LePar Trances. The Council was free to provide information that was
useful to us.

Victim Souls 21-155
In this file The Council explains a very special class of souls. The
Council refers to them as victim souls. Why do they leave the safety
of the heavenly realms to return to our world? Under what conditions

would they return and under what conditions would they not?
Examples are given of both situations. In this discussion, they also
talk about souls who come back to carry out a specific activity within
the Divine Plan. Will we, in the future be part of one of these spiritual
groups? This is truly a fascinating file, and a must read!
War - Politics and Profit No. 00-72
War is the result of government and big business. The reason is the
huge profit to be made from war. Governments and big business
seek complete control of the people, mind, body, and soul. What right
does anyone have to cause pain, suffering, and even death to
another individual? When mankind realizes that no government or
corporation has this right, then we will have a much better world.
1981 PM Magazine Program with William A LePar No. 11-117
The year was 1981. Jim Finerty of WJW TV PM Magazine brought a
crew to the home of a SOL member to interview and film an episode
featuring William A. LePar both awake and in Trance. This very
interesting program aired that same year.

